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Behrman Squelches Rumor
Of Central's ·Hepatitis Epidemic
by Jim Bodeen
Staff Writer

Rumors of people "dropping
dead" and the Central Campus
being "quarantined" because
of an outbreak of hepatitis have
been queled by Dr. Jack Behr·
man, director of the Student
Health Service.
The viral infection that has
affected about 200 Central stu.
dents is now tapering ott. Behr.
man said that about halt of the
students treated at the Center
had an inflamation of the liver
or hepatitis.
The others had symptoms us.
ually associated :With mono.
nucleosis, but Behrman said
th.at blood tests revealed the
virus infection is not mono.

nucleosls.
Behrman said that the known
cases of the virus only include
those ·who have reported to the
Health Center.
· He addedthatit'simposslble ..
to tell how many other per.
sons may be suffering from the
illness and either are not re.
celvlng treatment or were treat.
ed elsewhere.
Those cases reported at the
Health Center this week are
generally milder than those last
week, and it ls for this reason
that Behrman believes the mild
epidemic has run its course.
The college physician added
that there is no public health
department requirementfor im.
posing a quarantine_for either
hepatitis or mononucleosis.
The hepatitis outbreak began

early in October. A week ago,
Behrman had a total of about _
50 mild cases ot a hepa titls.
like disease.
Two physicians from the
Washington State Health Depart.
ment have visited the campus
to interview patients, conduct
epidemiological investlga tions
and obtain specimens for Jab..
oratory testing.
Specimens have been sent to
the U.S. Public Health Service -·
National Laboratory in Atlanta,
Ga., Dr. Behrman said. Re.
suits should be forthcoming on
the tests within 10 days to three
weeks, he said. _
Symptoms of the hepatitis-like
illness include extremefatlgue,
loss of appetite, sore throat,
(cont. to p. 2,col. 5)

HEALTH CENTER BUSY-students going to the Health Center this week met a long llne of students waiting to
see a nurse or the doctor.
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WiH He _Survive in 2000?

Man E~termi_nates
S~!tona'f!th Progress

Fall Symposium
Considers Problems

by Sill Kiem
Staff Reporter .
central's Fall Quarter sym.
IX>Sium, ''Human Relationships
in the Year 2000" will be held
Nov. 12-14, said Marlene Bloomquist, symPosium chairman.
The purPQse of the symIX>·
sium is to let students have a
chance to relate to one another,
on issues that concern every.
Bloom·
one, explained Miss
qui st.
The symposium is .open to all
students 1 townspeople and facul.
ty. She said that the main rea..
son for this topic is that if
communication between people is bad now, what will hap.
pen when there are more of us
in the year 2000? .
The symposium will present
four speakers.
All are professional men pie~
ed for 'their outstanding ability
to speak and for their liberal
and controversial ideas in their
fields J said Miss Bloomquist.
They are the Rabbi Rapheal
Levine, a theologian from seat.
tie: John Vasconcellos, a Cali.
fornia Assemblyman and John
Thomas, a biologist from Stan.
ford University.
The fourth speaker, Lorenzo
Milam, a colunist for the Seat.
tie Post Intelligencer, sent an
enthusiastic letter of acceptance
to Don Wise, dean of men.
In it Milam said: ''Anyway,
whatever it is, I'm convinced.
Especially with the under.
standing that most of my time
.for as long as y~ w~
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me there. . . .will be spent
with small groups which is my
pleasure anyway.''
In addition to the speakers,
there will be "Group A.ware.
ness" sessions in the dorms
after each evening speech.
Each dorm is resPonsible for
setting up the type of program
it wants to have.
Miss Bloomquist commented
that these group awareness sessions will give students a
chance, through group interaction and communication, to work
out their own destiny regarding
the issues of tomorrow.
The sessions will be open to
everybody,
Brochures will be coming out
the week before the start of the
symposium.
They will give a complete
schedule of events, speakers,
times and what dorms will be
participating with which speak.
er.
Also they will give a list of
resPondents who will challenge
each speaker by asking pertin.
ent questions about their speech.
Anot~r feature, of the symIX>•
sium is a film series that will ·
take place Nov. 3-6. These _
films have been sent in from .
around the country especially
for the symPQsium.
on Wed., Nov. 5 and on Thurs.
Nov. 6Ja 25 cent admission will
be charged.
The symposium is slX)nsored
by the Resident Hall Senate, .
the Ecumenical Campus Ministry and the SGA..
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MARLENE BLOOMQUIST
• •• Fall Symposium•••

• DR.VERNER
.man in the year 2000.

rter

ta
epo
The human race will be ex.
tin ct by the year 2000.
such is the opinion of Dr.
Jared Verner, associate prof essor of biology, at Central.
"Man is forging ahead in tech·
nology in so many areas that
have the Potential to extermi.
nate himself under proper con.
ditions," he said.
Verner said that one such
condition is created by the PoPU•
lation explosion.
"Crowds of people increase
aggressior-," he said.
"The more people we encoun.
ter, the more frustrated we be.
come, and this generates aggressive acts."
He said John Calhoun, ecologist with the National Institute
of Mental Health in Bethesda,
Md., experimented with rats, ·
keeping them in a large cage
and providing them with all
the food and water they need.
ed.
.
"The PoPUlation reached a
density at which the social or·
ganization totally collapsed,''
Verner said.
Many rats made no attempt
to reproduce, he said. For
those that did, they or other
rats killed their young.
In other instances, adult rats
killed one another.
Calhoun called this abnormal
reproductive behavior ''be.
havloral sink."
Rats had a stable orgarJza.tion under normal conditions or·

density.
In cities crime rates that in·
crease more rapidly than popu• .
lations may be a similar reSIX>nse to dense Populations,
Verner said.
"If increased Populations do
increase aggressive tendencies
in man, a rapidly growing IX>PU•
lation adds to the danger of
having a thermo-nuclear war ~n
a global scale," he said.
v erner said that six bombs,
exploded at "proper eleva·
tions," can destroy the United
States.
"Effects of radiation would
reach a global scale, interfering with food production," he
"All living organisms
said.
would be affected."
Pesticides, .the use of medi.
cines and air and water PollU•
tion are all threats to man.
kind, Verner said.
He said the long·r~nge effects
of pesticides are unknow;i; many
are nondegradable by any biological agent.
BecausF. they are nonsoluble
in water, they cannot be washoo
ed off fruits and vegetables to
which they are applied, he said.
"We eat them, but they are ·
nondigestible. There is no ef.
ficient method for excreting
them," he said.
Because pesticides accumu.
late in the fatty tissues, man
''loads up" on them, Verner
said.

(cont. to p. 3, col. I)
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Committee Investigates Poli ci es

contributing writer
. Whether the present temPo•
The Committee on Grievance
Procedures held its first pub- rary committee will be replaced by a similar permanent body
lic hearing in Black 103 on
or by an individual in charge of
Thurs., Oct. 23, from 7-9:30
grievances will be treated in
p.m.
.An audience of approximately · the .committee's report.
Many different types of griefifteen students, administrators
vances, actual and hypotheti·
and college employees was present.
-- cal, were offered by students
and administrators.
The purpose of this and fu.
Typical complaints seemed to
ture hearings, as stated by Tom
deal with on and off.campus
Dalglish,
special assistant
housing problems, grades, stu.
attorney general and member of
tion, and various academic and
the committee, is to investigate
administrative red tape.
current grievance procedures,
Mr. George Fadenrecht, di·
determine whether such procerector of the Central library,
dures do in fact exist in most
spoke of problems in publicizcases, and devise additional
ing
library policies.
methods where they are needFadenrecht also stated that as
ed.
far as he knows, certain per•
Grievances, or complaints,
sons employed by the. college
would include not only those by
presently have no channels of
students and faculty, but the
complaint available to them, reC.:Ltegory would probably be ex•
garding matters such as working
panded to include employees
conditions and personality con.
and townspeople-anyone in any
flicts with other workers.
way associated with the college.
Some ~mployees
belong to
Topics discussed at the first
unions or other organizations
meeting included procedures,
which handle these complaints
community relations~ publicity,
for them.
and various kinds of grievances.
For instance, many faculty
Of the eight.member commit.
members belong to the Ameri·
tee, two student members are
can Association of University
yet to be apPointed. Other comProfessors-but not all
em•
mittee members present in·
ployees
are
union
members.
cludE'd Jimi Hamilton and Al·
Frank Fischer, graduate stu.
lan _Hobbs, students, Dalgllsh,
dentJadded
.that such grievances
Dr. Don Wise, dean of men,
would be very rare, since an
Bill Benson of the sociology
employee would only dare to
department, and Monte Reynolds
complain if he were in dan·
of the physical education depart;.
ger
of being fired.
ment.
Defining the intent of the com·
Fischer also stated his opin·
, mittee further, Dalglish noted
ion that the school admirtistra.
that it is a temPorary body. It
tion should furnish someguaran.
was organized to collect opin·
tee of job security for the em. ·
ions on the subject of griev.
ployee who might dare to speak
ance procedures, will report
ot1t 3.hout q JPgitimatP. complaint.
by February 28, and will then
Committee member A.llan
hf' dissolved.
Hobbs restated Fischer's idea,

Feature$
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''In other words, you don't get
axed for griping."
Dale Query, off -campus sen.
ior, suggested that an ombudsman be appointed, patterned
after the ancient Scaooinavian
legal institution 1 as a represen.
tative of the people, responsi·
ble to the people.
It would be this officer's sole
duty to hear grievances, and,
Query recommended, he would
be granted wide-ranging investi·
gative powers and a readily
available office in the SUB.
Dean. Wise
assured the
audience that the committee has
been investigating the ombudsman institution as it exists on
several other college campuses.
It wa~ a consensus of the com•
mittee and the audience that
publicity is a serious problem.
, The lack of proper public
information on grievance methods is indicated when a per.
son is not aware of the legitimate complaint channels which
already exist for his use.
A student employee, for
ample, might now know of the
existence of the Student Work·
ers' Union. .
The problem with publicity
was also obvious by the fact
that such a small group attend·
ed the hearing, and by the two
remaining vacant positions on
the committee.

ex•

Absen~es

the two-and-a-half hearing, that
When Dalglish, near ,the con·
DalgUsh's opening comment,
clusiori of the meeting, asked
"Maybe there aren't any grie.
the onJy female student present
vances;'' was not true,
for opinion, her reply was, "My
The
grievance procedures
biggest grievance right now is
committee plans to hold . three
that there are so few people
further hearings, on consecu.
here!"
Frank · Morris, SGA commit.
tive Thursdays at 7 p. m.
Any person Jnterested in -the
tee coordinator and legislator.
topic of grievance methods, or
at-large, remarked, "As soon
who wishes to state a com•
as we can find two interested
people, we'll appoint them." , plaint, is welcomed and encour·
aged to attend.
It was evident, by the end of

·R..Umor1s Dashed
(cont. from Po 1, col. 3)
swollen lymph glands, headache, nausea, dizziness and ab.
dominal pain.
Behrman said the numberand
severity of symptoms has var.
ied from patient to patient as
has the time for recovery.
Some students have beenable
to return to class after a week
in bed, while others require
several weeks of bedrest which
according to Behrman, ls the
only known cure for the disease.
Spouses
and roomates of
students who have contacted the
disease have been given gamma
globulin injections as a tempor.
ary preventive measure.

Dr. Behrman has urged all
those coming in close contact

with patients to observe strict
personal hygiene measures.
"It should be emphasized that
this is a mild viral infection
and patients are responding to
bed rest, " Dr. Behrman said.
Dr. Behrman noted that there
has been a remarkable lack of
jaundice among most patients.
Hepatitis causes an infblmation
of the liver which in turn often
turns the patient's skin yellow.
Students are still coming tn.
to the health center complaining of hepatitis symptoms but
examinations haven't shown any .
viral acUvity, according to
Behrman.

Lead To .Suspension

by Jim Bodeen

staff writer
Moratorium day has ·raised
the question at Ellensburg High
School at who exercizes dis·
cretionary authority over the
student-the parent or the state.
Emily Burt, 17, a high school
senior who participated in the
Moratorium march through El·
lensburg, is one of a number of
students facing disciplinary action and possible suspension
from school for an unexcused
absence.
Her father, David Burt, an
English professor a~ Central,
has appealed to the American
Civil Liberties' Union for as..
sistanceo
Burt says that his daughter
asked and received parental permission to be excused from
school Oct. 15 to observe the
Moratorium and to participate
in the discus$ion program sche·
duled on the Central campuso
A le_tter was wr-itten to the
school requesting Miss Burt

be excused from school, and

at-- the Moratorium in order

arrangements were made with
her teachers to make up any
studies that were missed.
Kent D. Matheson, Ellensburg
High School principal, said that
he did not excuse Miss Burt
or the other students because
they violated attendance regu·
lations.
He said that state regulations
only excuse students from
school because of an illness or
a family emergencyo
Matheson explained that local
authorltles have the power to
permit excused absences in con°
junction with an event that is
"a logical extension of the edu·
cational program/'
He added that participating in
a public demonstration does not
fit this requiremento
In addition, he said that he
could not guarantee the safety
of any high school students who
wanted to march.
Matheson said students were
excused at 1 p.mo on the day

to listen to the open forum
at Central if they had obtain·
ed permission. from their parents.
He said approximately 100
~students were excused from
school on that basis.
Students who did not attend
school at all on Moratorium Day
are being punished for an un·
excused absence, not for participating
in the Moratorium
march, Matheson said.
The students have been told
·they must spend two hours of
detention time for every hour
of school that they missedo If
th~y have not completed their
penalty in two weeks they will
face suspension from school.
Burt said he is backing his
daughter because, "she herself
had the right to spend her da)'
that way and ha,d complled with
the original regulations as -well
as arranging to make up studie s."
Also, Burt says, "If any discretionary authority should be
exercized over my daughter,
that discretion rests with the
parents
and not the state,
through. its school system/'
Burt said he was informed by
the school that if his daughter
has not completed her detention time by Nov. -4 a parent·
school conference would be call·
ed immediately.
Should the conference fail to
resolve the situation, Miss Burt
will be suspended.

WATCH IT! WITH SONY
COLOR PORTABLES

SERVICE
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SHOPPING CENTER
500 Mt. View Ave.
OPEN 9 to 9 DAILY
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'Progress Kills
. (cont. from p. 1, col~ 5)
Medicines destroy pathogenic
organisms in the body, but because such organisms exist in
the billions, . there is a "good
possibility" that one will be
immune to medicine, he said.
"But it can destroy living or..
ganisms by disrupting liquid
compounds in cells," he said.
All life in the sea depends
on plankton, aoo if it were des.
troyed by waste products, sea
life would be destroyed as well,
Verner said.
''Man depends on plankton,
too," he said, "because it pro.
duces 40 per cent of the air
he breathes."
Verner said that a UCLA ex·
pert believes that air pollution
alone is enough to eliminate life
on earth.
The rate of accumulation
of polluted air can kill life on
earth within 35 years.
"The most pressing problem
is the stabilization of popula..
tion growth," he said. "The
population grows because more
people are born than die each
year.''
Solutions to this problem are
to increase the death rate or
decrease the birth rate, Verner said.
"The most humane answer is
to decrease the birth rate, but
we haven't done so substantial.
ly,'' he Said.
Verner said priority should be
· given to solving this population
problem.
"Richard Luten, geographer
at the University of California
in Berkeley, has devised a sanity
test where the subject is pre.
sented with an overflowing
sink,'' he said.
"He is scored on whether he
reaches for the mop or the fau.
cet."

'T'he only "faucet" in the over.
flowing , poulation is the birth
rate; all other proposed solu.
tions are "mops", Verner said.
"Planned
Parenthood programs are mops because their
only operational function is to
permit a family to have the num.
ber of chilren they want when
they want to have them," he
said.
Verner said that nothing is
said about limiting the number
should
of children a family
have.

said.
Verner said that one-half of
the women who sought advice
about the application of intrau.
terine devices (IUD) were over
30 years old and had six chil·
dren.
"Use of IUD dropped to zero
as a result of a rumor campaign
to inhibit individuals in using
it,:' he said.
India's population was 370 mil·
lion and growing at a rate of
.one and three-tenths per cent a
year.
In 1968 the gtowth rate was
three per cent with a popula·
tion of 500 million.

He cited India as an example
of a country that placed major
emphasis
on birth control
through such programs.

A film series to ·be held in
Hebeler Grade School Audi·
tori um Nov. 3-6, is a feature of
the upcoming symposium, "HU·
man Relationships in the Year
2000."

Tues., Nov. 4, 6 :lG p.m.,
"''America: On the Ed~eof Abundance;'' and· 7:15 p.m., "HavP I
Told You Lately That I LOVf'
You?'' They will be repeated at
8 :30 and 9 :30 p.m.

These films will deal with
what is going on in America
today.

Wed., Nov. 5, 6c15 p.m.,
"Weekend;" and 8 p, m., "An·
gel". They will be repeated
at 8 :30 and 10 :15 p,m .

They are produced to provide
entertainment as well as information on issues regarding_the
symposium.
The movies to be shown are:
. Mon., Nov. 3, 6 :15 p.m., "The
10th _Victim;" and 8 p.m.,
"Children Adrift." They will
be repeated at 8 :30 and 10 :15
p.m.

"I'm scared," Verner said.
"Most predictors of future
events want to be right.''
"I'll be happy to be proven
wrong," he said.

"Monetary incentives were of.
fered to women for the use of
contraceptives and to men for
voluntary steilization," he

Informative Fi Ims
Entertain Students

Thurs., Nov. 6, 6 :15 p.m.,
"The Titicut Follies;'' and 7 :45
p.m., "The Adventures of an
Asterick.''
They will be repeated at 8 :30 and 10 p.m.
There will be a 25 cent acti.
mission on thP. nights of Nov.
5·6 to cover cost of film ren.
tal.
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I contribute 1 • per gallon of gas to the Central Washington
State College Fc>undation for the E.O.P.
The students are this town's main industry. It's about time
they got .a tir~ak accordigly. I can only continue offe~ my
support only i~ I have your SUPF·~ rt. Otherwise I'll go
broke are)I ·where will you be?
...........................................~------------------------------~-.:
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Scared?
Dr. Jared Verner, Central biology professor, is scared.
Leona Chang, Crier staff reporter, is scared. And I am
also scared.
We're scared about something every Central student,
and every human being should be scared about.
Dr. Verner believes that the entire human race will be
extinct by the year 2000. And he says it's our own fault.
In this week's front page story, Dr. Verner explains
his worries. The reasons for -our ultimate extinction
include the population explosion, thermonuclear war,
radiation, pesticides, and air and water pollution.
Verner thinks these different conditions can be controlled by man; not by curtailment but by elimination.
He
relates an experiment where an over-flowing sink
is used. The question in this experiment is: will the sub~ect
reach f_o r the mop or the faucet to stop the disaster?
·Verner sees an analogy between this experiment and
his forseen disaster. What will man - do? Eliminate
the causes of this problem or just relieve them for a few
more years?
Here at Central, Nov. 12-14, there is going to be a
symposium: "Human Relationships in the Year 2000,"
and we are going to have three days to discuss and learn
about all that is ihvolved in our future.
The Crier urges all to attend this important and timely
symposium. The year 2000 is· just 30 years away and
most of the students here at Central will either have just
passed the age of 50 or will be nearing it.
At that time our children will just be reaching the age
where they can take a good grasp of their own situation
in the world. Are we going to give them one?
Dr. Verner ; unlike most scientists, wants to be proven
wrong. I wonder if he will?
·
Think about it.

.••.•8UT O.U:f t. FLA.CJ
WAS CST1.Ll. THERI. •'• •
-

'-'· l<C~ ..

· g. larson

Visions·
Violence-by police, students,
military, vigilantes - must
cease.
U violence continues, thiSworld, hemisphere, country 1
state, county, city, college.will perpetuate a tactic whicp,
ultimately, bas been self~def eat.
ing.
Violence is as American as
apple-pie, but ~hould it be?

This nation was founded in revolutionary violence, maintained in civil violence, and ~ ex.
ixtnded through imperialistic
violence.
Has all this violence created
more and-or worse problems
than it has solved?
Ghandi's soul-force(stayagraha) sf>parated India from Bri.
taln, but V{_as unable to keep
India and Pakistanfrom separat·
ing.
Similarly, Martin Luther King
advanced the civil rights issue,
but may have been unable to
keep black America and white
America from separating.
Are these examples of non·
violence's impotency?
or do they indicate that non·
violence isn't as successful as it
might be because men turn
violence?

to

song caused me to think that
seeking certain
goals, like peace, become so
fixed on their goal that they fail
to see people around them.
An example is that the Wea,.
therman faction of SDS, wanting. ' among other things, peace,
treats other people who want
peace violently.
Tn generalize, too often people, say, those in the military,
believe that peace - comes
through violence.
We fail to see that violence
brings only temporary peace.
Could it be that non-violence
would also bring peace-and
maintain it?
Immediately, we can do noth·
A

individt.~:ls

ly Terry Zeufen#torst •

I

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR '

.-,.,_
··

ing about violence on the inter•
national and national levels, but . .
we can practice non-violence in - .
our personal lives.
._...................................................................-................................ .
If you believe in the princi.
pie and practiceofnon-violence,
cidentally c a p i t a l·
likely the reverse. Thus,
Support For Vietnam
try treating others with a little
ism woulc;t be shown to be
if the emergence of a true
tenderness.
superior to communism,
balance of political forces
You may be pleasantly sur- even in underdeveloped na•
in Vietnam is desired, then
Although
I
by
no
means
tions.
prised at how others react;
continued American· sup.
unqualifiedly support the
you may even help start a trend.
Since
neitker of t f1 e
p0rt of Sputh Vietnam
war
in.
Vietnam,
it
has
been
Remember, love one another
prerequisite conditions obshould be encouraged..
argued
that
American
sup.
right n6wt
tains, it follows that Withport of the present South drawal of American sup.
Vietnam government makes
Myra Jo Aguilera
port would not result in Poa true peace;brought about
Student Village senior
Chairman Says Thanks
litical balance, but more
by a _b alance of political
forces, lmp0ssible. However, the withdrawal of
We would like to express our
American forces would not,
appreciation to some of the
I think, bring about this
people that made Homecoming
balance.
1969 a success. The football
team played a fantastic game
If removal of American
and helped to make our Homematerial support and troops
coming a victory one for Cenwould result in an immetral. The marching band did
former managing and news edi.
diate cessation · of hostili·
Editor . . . . . . . . . Mary Deaton
a lot above the call of duty
tors, gary and bob. noting that :
ties, then the result of. "a
Managing Editor .. Gary Larson
to instill enthusiasm for the
mary
was gone, gary and bob
balance
of.
politicalforces"
News
Editor
..•.
.
.
Bob
Lutgen
game, with their march downdecided to play it nice anct-.-easy
could emerge. Since, howSports Editor. . . . . . Pat Roe
town and the lively entertainand o'lly go 16 pages.
ever, Ky would not im mePhoto Editor... ~ BobGauvreau
ment at half time. This is not
apparently some of the report.
diately fall from power, and
Ad Manager ....•Dave Walker
to mention the music after the
ers
found out that mary wasn't
since
he
is
,
if
anything,
Ad
Rep
.
•
•....
Rich
WoodrUff
game was over ..
going to be around this week,
more prone to violence than
Business Man. . . .Fred Hurst
and they too are taking it easy
the Americans, hostilities
Advisor . . . . • Bill Chamberlin
The cheerleaders ' came
and missing their deadlines. but,
would not immediately
- PubllsJied weekly OD Frtdaysthrough with lively spirit and
luckily, some of them ao make
duriDC the academic year ex-.·
cease.
job of leading
did a great
their deadlines; to these the
cept dur1nc examlnatlon W:eeks
A special thanks
the yells..
military junta is thankful: petey,
and holidays by students of Cengoes to the committees and
Thus,
the desired
·
greggy
(caught with a funny
tral
wasbl'lletOD
state
Collece.
their chairmen for the many
balance could come about
v lews expressed are those al
little story), kathy, ter~, terry,
hours Of preparation for a suconly under one of two conterry, linda (y), jim:n:fy (star
student stiff, not necea.-rllJ.
cessful Homecoming: Karen
ditions: 1) If North Vietnam
CWSC. Eliered
second CJ:isS. '
repo!'ter for yakima's hearld
Henry, Judy Marvel, Darwel were receiving no material
republic,)
billy1 glennay, john·
matter
at
the
U.S.
Post
otltce,
·
Ginn, Louise Hasuko, BarbJohn·
support, and troops or 2)
Ellensl:Jurc, WUhtqrton 9892s• . ny, sue (y), debbie, jessica (y),
sen, and M:arrann Soper.
if South Vietnam were as
and sally.
p0werful militarily without
and the list rolls on: . stevie,
And, moreover, a big thanks
·Printed on the Record fteu.
support as North Vietnam is
sahdi, leona (y), robby, jerry,
to the students for displaying
with supporto If neither
rayie, clairey (sorry about the
the enthusiasm that it takes
of these conditions holds,
tim told mary to go to belling. y's and ie's, but it's just that •
to make homecoming somethen the balance achieved
ham (somewhere near scotts- masthead bob is hung.upon them
thing that is looked forward to
would be military, not pobluff, neb. ?) for a conference this week), doyle (y), mikey,
each year.
litical. The first condition,
of some sort. while mary's gary, jimmy, and patty (on
does not obtain. Jf the secout of town, members of the sports?).
Karen Breyman
ond condition were the case,
establishment have reorganized
the business and ad staff and
1969. Homecoming Queen
then, withsupport, the South
the crier staff. in place of the photog now get their two inches
Jim Hardy
would be winning decisive·
.editor there will be a two-man worth: fredy, davey, richie, and
1969 HomecomingChairman
ly, which it is not; and in·
· milttary junta consisting of the bobby.

r1er
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Atrocities With Guns

the fear have no existence without you and me.
we Iive in the age of the po.
tential destruction of all Ufe.
No choices about alternatives
can be made without understanding that basic fact.
Men, until now, have chosen
the process of coercion and
oppression and have reaped the
fruits of that process: racism,
genocide, war, p0verty, and
death.
The important and crucial
thing ls that we have a choice,
and that choice is life or death.
'The symbol of that choice is
the draft C31"d.

The United States now has
troops stationed throughout the
world. In colintry after country our troops preserve a mill·
· tarist an_d unjust status-quo,
while our corporations profit
from exploitive trade relationships.
Jamaica, Guatemala,
Colombia, Venezuela, Vietnam
-the list goes on. The same
militarism and exploitation
exists in the inner city gh~t
tos.
The United States accomplishes these atrocities through its
. ability to coerce people with the
gun. All of its exploitive Poli·
With that little card, the state
tical and economic policies ulti·
has voiced its claim to all of
mately rely on the military to
enforce them. A people cannot us, body and soul. With that
little card th0 state has asked.
be oppressed without fear, and
us to choose a gun for our hand
fear comes out of the barrel of
and Death for our soul.
a gun.
If a man says he stands against
We must choose love for our '
.oppression and exploitation, hand and the Lord for our soul.
then , he must stand against All of us must choose, brothers,
the gun that makes these evils there is no escape. Remember
possible. If a man says he that white.' card, it has your
stands for the lives of peo- number on tt.
ple around the world, then he
Douglas Lindsay
must stand against the gun that
The Resistance
·has destroyed those 'peoples'
lives.
The great question that each
A Plea For Equal Time
man in America must deal with
is whether or not he will be a
tool of oppre$sion and exploita- ? The ''sPort" of football rep.
resents a cultural conspiracy
tion. The question is·, will he
·
against
young manhood. This
pick up a gun and, in the deschool and nation have comfense of the . state, kill his brobined forces in a successful ef·
ther.
The gun exists ·as a physical fort to con a number of its
young ,men by convincing them
fact in the world today. It
exists as rifles and flame- that bashing and being bashed
is fun. No socially approved
throwers, bombs and planes,
tanks and submarines, compu- activity is more subversive of
buman dignity than football, ex.
ters and missiles; but these wea·
cept war itself, and no con game
pons cannot be create fear and
is more insidious except the
oppression without men to di·
rect them. The weapons and draft.

Discount Policy
Brings Threats
To Station Owner
George Christodal isn't
popular among the busi·
nessmen of Ellensburg.
Christodal, owner ofGeorge's Phillips 66, has been
shunned, scorned and threai.
tened by other station own-.
ers because of his new stu·
dent discount policy.
Christodal offers a 10
percent discount on all
parts and labor for C,.entral
students. The bearded exGI, himself a sophomore at
Central, also contributes to
the college Educational OP.
portunities Program: for
every gallon <1 gas purchased by a student he contri·
butes a penny to the program.
Chrlstodal said, "I'd like
to start something where
every gas station would
have to contribute a penny
a gallon to do any college
business."
He also employs several
Central students whom he
terms "excellent mechanics."
Christodal claims that
one of his competitors
threatened to burn down his
station because he was
"giving the students a
break."
,,·The success of the program depends entirely on
participation,'.' said Chrlstodal. ·"I can stick out" my
neck if I can get the sup.
port of the students."

A. number of bea~tiful young
people, five female and two
male, are the most prominent
in this massive conspiracy.
They are engaged in exciting
spectators to this Aztec sacri.
ficial ceremony to heights of~
passion. This latter sentiment
is designed to communicate it•
self by osmosis to the 22 young
priests to the God of Mayhem
· on the field. Thusly, they are
psychologically anesthetized,
allowing them to suffer and in·
flict premeditated atrocities
without being detered by undue
suffering.

This malignant exercise in
brutality w'ith malice and afore-
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thought (and how!)is comparable
to premeditated felonious assault. on second thought, the two
acts are not comparable, they
are identical. A.t any rate, due to
the consent and support we all
grant football, it is a prime
factor in further polluting our
cultural heritage of respect for
the integrity of the ·individual
mind and body. By glorifying
this murderous (in intent, if
·not always in fact) example
of cooly calculated inhumanity ·
of man to man, football is grant.
ed social approval, thus becom•
ing acceptable, and therefore
more prevalent outside of the
usual "sporting" situation.
If one chooses to argue that
these activities act as a cathar·
tic release for pent-up destructiveness in the spectators, then
· I suggest that one look at the
well-documented example of the
effect of TV violence upon child·
hood behavior. Monkey see,
monkey do; man see, man do
-with improvements.

In terms of reducing cultural
hyposcrisy, one could argue
that these people, priests and
congregation alike, are partici.
pa.ting in this modified bloodbath of their own volition. But
then, why should successful
duelists be arrested and fryed
for murder? If it is intricate
strategy which one admires,
why not chess? And finally,
if one likes both blood and
strategy, gullotine the losing
chess player.

Small Turnout
At ROTC Meeting
The ROTC
Committee
held an open hearing in re·
gards to the purposes and
presence of the Air Fo~ce
ROTC program, Oct. 28,
7 p.m., in Hebeler Audi·
torium.
The audience consisted
of five people, including a
Crier reporter and Crier
photographer.
Dr. Smith Murphy, Chair·
man of the student-faculty
committee, said the pur.
pose of the hearing was to
"receive opinions and in·
formation" in regards to
the c~ntroversial program.

There has been widespread opinion, for and
against the program, al·
though members of. the audience believed it was beneficial in certain respects.
They believed it has been
a useful mechanism on cam·
pus and has rendered ser·
vices which men couldn't ·
have otherwise obtained.
A transfer student said,
"Since this ls a voluntary
program
and involves
volunteers, only the people that want it will take it."

_ Finally to the point of the
title, if one argues that parti.
cipation in football is professional training, then I demand
that I be allowed to open a
fully funded, fully credited department of Underworld Arts .
.The curriculum would include
burglary (creeping), smuggling,
bank cracking, pimping, and
grand and petite larceny. A.
further course would require the
aspiring, criminal (character) to
prove that he ~n ''beat a rap."
I have learned a great deal
about all those things in the
above paragraph during my re- .
cent incarceration for refusing
to be a part of another mur.
derous cultural conspiracy 1
called the Selective Service.
So, with those credentials, I
demand that ·either football be
abolished, or the above men.
tioned department be establish.
ed with me on the faculty.

·He went on to say that
- "it has helped to provide

an education for men which
they otherwise couldn't receive.''
Also brought up was the
fact that very few students
complete the four-year program and actually attain
officer level.
An Army veteran in the
audience believed that the
ROTC program provides a
"liberal element" 1n the
military and gives every·
thing
a "little flavor".
From his observations he
believed "the officers who
seemed more liberal were
· the ROTC - i n contrast
to those from West Point
or other similar academies."

Dr. Murphy said that the
information gathered from
this hearing and others will
be compiled into a report.
The report will be forwarded to the ROTC headquar..
ters, and they shall deter·
mine what course to take.

/

Afriendly voice is just
an arm's length away
There are times when everybody just has to talk
to somebody. That's one of the wonderful things
about the telephone. A friendly voice is always right
at hand. With a telephone you're never really alone.

TELEPHONE

co_•_m_)

_EL_LE_11s_•:.

A.lien Hobbs
Asst. Professor
Dept, of Underworld A.rt

Send Your Dry Cleaning
·to Us
Mark an extra day of leisure

on your calendar by using our

Guaranteed by a top com
pany

dry cleaning service.

~

We Also _repair and alts

Exclusive benefits ~t special rat•

Premium deposlJt deferred
~til vou are out qfschoal'

Ken Mauch

J. W. "8111'-' Role•
College Master
R•presentatives

.504 E. 8th 962-9292

. Hounso1•Ul1nsuRE~ED~'S;;;;;;;;DR;;;;;;;;IY~E·~'
CLEANER

Pick Up-Dellvery Service

925-1618
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Weekdays-10-8
Saturdays-10-6

ALWAYS ·
AT

. MONEY
SAVER

FROM MONEY SAVER

s

(OF COURSE)

E

-

WOMEN'S SNOW BOOTS .
AND AFTER-SKI BOOTS · ·_

'l
E

• • 99

VALUE

WINTER FOOTWEAR
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Girls and Womens
Fashion-Styled BOOTS .

Save Now
On The
'200 Size

. Choose Hi-Top, Low-Top, or In between
In all sizes and styles.

REG. '8"

ssaa

c

T
I
0

N

Make Hair Soft
And Manageable
Conditions Dry
Hair Too

Pr.

p
R
I

' LIQUIPRIN

1\~U1e Rrun

For Children
Easler To Use
And Better
Tasting Tool

SPECIAL
From Money Saver
Featured This ·week:

LIST 914

HAIR SPRAY

c

E.

·

LIST '1 49

'

Regular ·
Extra Hold
Unscented

Similar to
1 II ustration

Package
Of 10
For Smoothest
Shave Yet
Gillette

Techmatic
Rttzor

LIST

•295

HAVE YOUR
DOCTOR CALL

MONEY SAVER PHARMACY
For Prompt Relief Of Simple
Headache And Congestion

12's LIST 'l 25

79* .

30's LIST '2'° $15&

EXCEDRIN PM.
New Aid To Sleep
Box
Of 30

LISTERINE LOZENGES 49FAMILY PRESCRIPTION RECORDS HERE

925-3133
GELUSIL

Tablets

Replace Heartburn· Fast
Box
Of 165

TIREND _

s3aa Pr.

er-_______
_.
.
.
PAMPERS

Activity Booster

MONEY SAVER DISCOUNT STORE

SLIP-OVER
BOOTS
REG. '5"

LIST

'219

LIST

Children's

Are Now In Stock
At Money Saver
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SGA Backs Free Univ.,
Funds Cheerleaders

Elwood .Does It Again
Barb Johnsop, Elwood Manor's Homecoming princess, admires the grand prize trophy for
the over-al_l sign winner displayed by Bill Carrier, a member of Elwood In the past 11
years, Elwood Manor has captured the first-place trophy 10 times First place in the
Women's Division was Sue Lombard with Jenny Moore Hall, ·second; in the Men's Divi·
sion, Kennedy Hall with Beck Hall, second; and in the Co-ed Division, Barto Hall with
stephens-Whitney Hall, second.
0

0

Central's cheerleaders will be
around next quarter for the basketball season.
This issue', up in the air until last Monday, was decided by
the SGA legislature at- their
weekly meeting at 6:30 p.m.
in SUB 208.
The SGA has -allotted $6060
50 to the cheerleaders for uni·
form, travel and meal expenses
for the coming season.
This decision came atter much
discussion by the legislature.
When the cheerleaders were
·givenmoney for the football sea•
son, they were told that addi·
tional funds for basketball would
be determined by the enthusiasm
they created in the fall.
This point was argued back
and forth with one motion be ..
ing made that only money for
uniform · essentials and away
conference-game expenses be
provided. This motion wasfail·
ed by an amendment allotting
the entire amount asked by the
che~r staff was passeci
The cheerleaders will now
travel to all a way basketball
games dressed in full costume.
Jim Delfel, SGA social vicepresident, was granted a leave

of absence until the end of Fall
Quarter because of illness.. The
SGA executive board will a~
point an acting SQcial vice.
president
to
take Deliel's
place.
. Tim Wing, · SGA president•
announced that he and Ken Bur·
da, assistant student's activi
ties director, were working on
setting up a free university for
Winter Quarter.
Wing explained that the free
university idea, which includes
courses that do not or cannot appear in the Central catalogue, has. spread around the
country. Central's will be call·
ed the Kittitas Valley Free Uni·
versity.
The legislature passed a motion that the use of reserve
seating
by legislators and
Hoqor Council members would
be terminated.
A motion to terminate the
legislative pass, which enables
legislators and executives to
have free admission to events,
was defeated.
This week's meeting was the
last for s~veral legislators
and ; next week, the new elects
will begin representing their
people a

Mason Art Ex hi bit Opens
The art gallery is full of
color again, specificallywithan
exhibition of Seattle painter Alden Mason's mixutre of popand
surrealistic art.
Mason's work is describedas
the use of "images as Jan.
guage" which the viewer must
subject to a "subconscious or.

dering, because it is in the
Freudian sense that one would
see these images as a telling
language."
This exhibit can be seen in
the gallery Mon. -Fri from
8-12 a.m. and 1.5 p.m. through
Nov. ?1.
0

SAVE MONEY-DO
YOUR WASH AT HOME

With A
Spin-Drying
Washer

By
I

MODEL 0515

USE IT EVERYWHERE!
STORE IT ANYWHERE!
9
•
•
•
•
•

Portable & Compact
Washes Family Size Loads
Turbo-Action Agitatioo
Spins Damp-Dry In Seconds
Sanitary Space-Age Tub
White, Walnut or Avocacb

Stylish Herc:»es Of The Season!
Loooking Great With Pants Or
SkirtsJust Right For Snowy Days
Left-Snug-Fleece· Lined Weather
Proof Boot-Black and Brown •1 2 95
Right-Fleece Lined Slip On Mid CaH
Brown Only-'9"

BOOTS
TO YOU

Free Demonstration at

ELLENSBURG
202 N. Pine

HARDWARE
925-1055

5th and Ruby

Downtown

5
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Vet's Association Elects
Officers And Shares Goals
Last Friday, the newly form•
ed Veterans' Association held
their third meeting of the quar.
ter. They discussed plans for
organization and elected offi·
cers.
Reg Doty, freshman at North
Hall, was elected president, and
serving as vice-president isJoe
Becker, off·camPUs freshman.
Gary Anderson, off campus
sophomore) was elected secretary treasurer.
Doty said, "The meetings have
gone really well and the turn• .
outs have been good.
.: There seems to be a ·great ,
deal of interest and no real
bounds to what our organization
can do. we all share the same
interest and goals."
The main purpose of the associat ion is to counsel incoming
veterans and to discuss and act
on problems pertaining to us as
veterans.
Becker, vice-president of the
association, said, "Our group
has a lot of ideas and ways
Wf' can help all interested vet.
t>rans.
Onf' of these ideas would be
to meet with the administration
and discuss the Possibility of
transfering service school ere-

Ware Outlines The EOP Concept,.
Trustees Make Appointments

dits to usable college credits. ,
The association has set up a
The Educational OpPQrtuni·
dues fees, and it will cost $2
ties' Program at Central may
quarterly or $5 yearly.
serve as a model for other col•
leges and universities.

REG DOTY
•••elected president•••

•These dues will go toward
many of th~ group's socialfunctions to be held this year.
"The association's first gath.
ering will be held sometime
this week," said Doty.

B1G JOHN'S

HOME
DELIVERY
925-5900
REAL
HAMBURGERS
DRIVE-IN
Inside Dining
2 Blocks Ea.it Of Campus

A NeY# Shipment Of
Soft & Fluffy Rugs
With A Tex-A-Grip
B-a ck, 27x45 1000.A>
Nylon. Machine
Y#ashable and
dryable.-

s Colors To Choose From
Tangerine, White, Navy
Blue, Gold and Green

counseling which hopefully will
enable them to reach a level
of learning sufficient to cope
with a regular college academic
program.
But ware emphasized that
Central's Board of Trustees
Ware told the Trustees that
these students will not be given
has received a report which in·
college credit which is not earn•
dicates the EOP concept, de• . the program is multi-cultural
and is not aimed at one ethnic
vised as a means of helping
ed.
group.
The Board of Trustees also
students who would normally be
He said a key to its. success
received a report from the Of·
unable to attend collegJ because
is the Community Councils,
fice of Institutional Research,
of economic or academic handi·
volunteer citizens' groups in
which outlined the growth and
caps, is a more sound approach
various communities who help
expected growth of various acatoward relieving that problem
screen and recruit students for
demic departments within the
than many other schools have
the program •
devised.
college.
Students entering the Educa•
Dr. John Purcell, director of
tional Opi;>ortunities' Program , institutional research, indicated
According to Wayman ware,
receive tutorial help and other
interim director of EOP, 15
that the growth pattern of the
College has changed recently.
He said growth is now less
rapid and more consistent from
year to year than it was sev.
eral years ago.
Several faculty and adminstrative appointments were ap.
proved by the Trustees. _
Administrative appointments
home", at a time when firms
The fourth annual College
included that of Vernon LaBay
all over the country are com.
career Clinic, a two-day sesas budget officer; Leon Brecken•
sion aimed at introducing col· peting vigorously for college
ridge, associate engineer in
lege seniors to potential em. graduates.
Physical Plant; andJohnD. Gra.
ployers in the greater Seattle
ham, operations' manager in
"Desite some slowing of the
area, has been set for Dec. 29·
Physical Plant.
regional and national econo·
30 at the Olympic Hotel.
Albert Allen 'Shannon was ap.
mies, the most critical shortage
Pointed assistant _director of
The event is being sponsored facing business and industry in
Financial Aids. Shannon gra.
by the Seattle Area Indus-' this area and others is the
duated from Central in 1969
trial Council (SAIC), the in· lack of qualified personnel to
and replaces John Libokywho is
dustrial affiliate of the Seattle meet the challenge of business,''
now director of financial aids.
Chamber of Commerce. Col. says Stewart G. · Neel, SAIC
Renewed faculty apPQintments
lege career Clinic provides an chairman.
include Alfred Diaz, lecturer in
opportunity for local employers
education and- training special.
Employers interviewing at the
to interview a select group of
ist at the center for the study
College career ~linic will come
highly qualified Potential job
of Migrant & Indian Education
with
specific career opPQrtuni.
seekers who are college seniors
., at
Toppenish;
ArisDiaz,
ties
available,
and
will
be
eager
'or graduate students receiving
' lecturer in education and coor•
to take advantage of this uni.
their degrees in June.
dinator a'.lso af the Center; and
que chance to meet with stu.
Robert Ryan, lecturer in educa·
dents who are normally out of
Last year's clinic gave more
tion and audio-visual specialist
or
otherwise
involved
iri
town
than 200 graduates a chance to
at the Center.
school activities.
review the labor market in the
Members of the Board of TrusSeattle economy well before the
tees attending Friday's meeting
Many of the students attend.
end of the school year.
included Herbert L. Frank, Ya•
ing the clinic will be from out.
kima, chairmani Joseph Panat.
The 1969 clinic is expected . of-state schools and home on
toni, Ellensburg; Mrs. Jaquel·
to attract an equal number of
vacation during the Christmas
ine Minor, Everett; Dr. Eu·
students who will interview with
hOliday.
gene' Brain, Bellevue; and Dr.
more than 20 participating local
William Hooper, Ellensburg.
Students or parents wishing to
'f irms.
register their sons or daughters
The SAIC has established this
may apply now by calling the
annual interview program in an
Seattle Area Industrial Council
effort to locate and direct to
at MA 2·5060 or writing to
local employers college.trained
College career Clinic, c-oSAIC,
youth native to this area.
215 Columbia St., Seattle.
- Seattle area employers inter.
This Saturday night, Nov. 1,
The intent of the program
ested in participating in the
the art department, physics deis to acquaint a maximum num.
clinic are urged to contact John
partment and a local music
ber of students with the many
Hicks at SAIC (MA.2·5060) no
group, ''Apple Andy", will com.
career
opportunities "at
later than Oct. 31,
bine their respective talents and
present a light and music show
in the Art Gallery in the New
A.rt Building.
The Light-Show, "Kozmic
Mind Demolition Unlimited,"
will further explore the pos.
sibilities of the "perishable"
art form using film, slide, and
overhead projectors along with
• Pre-Recorded Tapes
strobe lights and Polarized light.
• Records
The group is under the direc.
tion of Dr. Wagner of the phy.
• Stereos
sics department and Assistant
• Needles
Professor Whitley and Techn:i.
• Repair Service
cal Assistant Michael Diven of
the
art department.
1
This new form of creative expression, combining art, techno·
I~
This coupon Is worth
'I' . · I logy and music, allows the musi.
cians, artists .and audienc~ to
I~on an'y record album.
OFF ~I
I,~
~,
participate simultaneously.
The group hopes to find larger
quarters for- future presenta.
tions, allowing more people and
perhaps other departments to
participate.
The experience
I~_ 417 N. Pearl Downtown 925-1828 ~I
will last from 9 p.m. to mid·
1
1
night and admission is $1 per
person.
~------------------------------------------~1

Career Clinic Aids
Seniors With Jobs

"Apple Andy"
Plays At Dance

MAKE DEAN'S YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
For

[~ail«'/;!!'!;!, 1!n1 i

a·l: 11tiR9l

50"
!i· . DEAN'S ,
.

•~

·Opposite Post Office

students began the program last
Spring after a committee of
faculty, students and ad mini.
strators spent many months set.
ting up guidelines.

I'
itl
~I

!~ . ~~f:~sA1•11••••• ~
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Level Increases

Graduate Placement
Job offers tocentralstudents,
as well as beginning salary
levels, reached a record level
last . year according to figures
compiled by the College Placement Council.
Following graduation, 1139
students were placed in posi·
tions. The total number of
job offers to bachelor's degree
recipients was up 11 percent
over the previous year and nine
percent over 1966-67, the former peak year;
·Of the 1969 graduates in the
Arts and Sciences Program, 126
accepted new positions with assistance from the Placement
Offlce. Forty · • two business
firms and 16 government agen.
cies held on-campus interviews
with prospective employeesdur·
ing the 1968-69 school year.
Director of Placement. Dean
Owens noted that every com•
pany that interviewed students
hired some graduates.
He said the number and types
of recruiters is keeping pace
with the numbers of graduates
available.
"Recruiters, both business
and government, were highly
pleased
with
Central stu·
dents," Owens said.
Beginning salary offers to Art
and Sciences graduates conti·
nued upward this year. Ac•
counting majors experienced the
largest increase in salary of·
fers, with a monthly average of
$761.
That's an increase of 10.7
percent since June 1968. The
physics • chemistry-mathema.
tics group went up 7.7 per·
cent to $784.
Owens noted that increased
interest is · being shown by stu·
dents in food sales and other
sales marketing fields as -well
as in the more traditionalfields
of banking and accounting.
He also said there are more
opportunities in non-technical
fields than ever before.
Teaching and administrative
jobs placed 1,013 graduates

from Central' s Teacher Educa,tion Program.
A manpower s~ortage and the
intensified recruiting efforts by.
empl.,-ers · was reflected in a 25
percent increase in the vol·
ume of positions listed with the
·Placement Office.
Owens said the shortage of
beginning teachers is expected
to continue in elementary school
and some secondary school
areas.
The demand for teachers in
specialized fields, such as
speech correction, school psy.
chology and special education
also remains high.
And the opportunities for elementary a.rxl secondary admint.
stration continues to exceed the
number d. qualified candidates
available, O'W8ns said.
Salary scales tor education
graduates also continue to rise.
The average dollar value otter·
ed to beginning teachers with a
bachelor's degree from Central
for 1968-69 was $6450.
This. represents an increase
of $450 from the 1967-68 salary
scale.
In addition to placing recent ·
graduates, the Placement Of·
flee aids alumni who are inter·
ested in finding new job oppor.
tw)ities.
'

.

on a reciprocal basis with
other colleges, the office also
.helps canW:dates from
othel'schools find positions.
The Placement Office will OC•
cupy enlarged quarters begin·
Ding in January.
The new area will accommodate more interviewers and will
also provide space for aCareer
Jnform;ltion Center to aid under·
graduates as well as seniors and
graduate students in finding fu·
ture employment.
Included in the Center will
be a Career Information Li·
brary.

Ski Club Gives Lessons,
ShOWs Films Nov. 4-13
Seattle radio stations annollllced a hepatitis epidemic at cen·
tral last week.
· Yet physicians fear this is
nothing compared to the serious disease expected to spread
all over campus in the coming week-ski fever!
. Doctors and instructors in the
area prescribe a high altitude
atmosphere with a hearty sport
as a curative.
Alpine Club Ski School is
working to provide all the anti·
dotes to cure the ailment. They
have instructors from Central
teaching six-11/4 hour classes
and have the transportation to
Stevens Pass.
The. total price is $37. SGA
lunc~s will be sold for $.75.
Lessons are on Sundays and
will begin January 11.
APPiications will

be

avail·

able the first -week of . Winter
Quarter, at ski film present~
tions, or through Andrea
Reynolds, 925-5469;
or Tim
Tucker, 925-2859.
Ski films are scheduled for:
Nov. 4 7:00Studentco-opinvited
Nov. 4 8:30 Student Co-ed in-·
vited
Nov. 5 7:00 Barto 1 Munro &
c armody invited
Nov. 5 8: 30 Meisner. Sparks invited
Nov. 6 7:00 Hitchcock Beck:
.,... invited ·
Nov. 6 8: 30 Davies Quigley in·
vited
Nov. 10 7:00 Jenny Moore Ken·
nedy invited
Nov. 10 8:30 Anderson Stephens.
Whitney invited
Nov. 11 7:00 Courson Muzzal
invited ·
Nov. 12 8:30 Kamola Munson &
Sue Lombard invited
Nov. 13 7:00 Wilson North &
Sue Lombard invited
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Hostess Pol icy_Set

by Teri Palm
·
staff writer
A letter concerning freshman
hostess duty was sent to Head
Residents and the Associated
Women Students (AWS) by Mary•
.belle Rockey, dean of women.
rn the letter Dean Rockey
said, "in keeping with the philo. sophy of self.government for
·the residence halls, hostess duty
may be handled by each resi·
dence hall at its discretion.
In the letter Dean Rockey also
encouraged dorms to have a
receptionist on duty during the
evening hours. She stressed
the fact that hostess duty may
beeome required or that the
residents may have to use their
keys for admittance in the event
that a hall has problems with
thefts or prowlers.
At recent AWS meetings, the
question of hostess duty was
brought up. The AWS did not
take a stand on the issue.
Nellie Field, president of
Meisner Hall who brought the
issue
to
the attention of
A. W.$., said "I feel the sit·
uation of hostess duty was taken
care of, but I also feel that
A WS · should have taken a vote
representing the women stu·
dents.''
"The question in my mind
is, does AWS establish poli·
cies governing the women stu·
dents, and if so, they are a
governing body and should represent women students. If not,
they should be dissolved," said
Nellie.
Linda Messer, executive vice·
president and AWS representative from Jennie Moore said,
"The officers don't seem to
care. Someone brings up a mo·
tion and nothing is done about
it. They just decide whether
or not to have Santa Claus
Pictures. I ask myself, what
is AWS? There is a lack of
communication between the rep.
resentatives and the women students."
Mary Kay Richter, executive
vice..president and representative of Anderson, thinks that
AWS could be a governing body
'but it is not at the present
time.

SGA Passes
PR Proposals
Ali

persons over age 65
will be granted free ad·
mission to future SG Aspon.
sored events at Central.
In adopting the policy, the
SGA legialature noted the
"tremendous service our
senior citizens have given
our country and the community of Ellensburg."
The SG A aponsors a wide
variety of speakers, forums
and musical events on tbe
Central campus. The legislature also pledged conti·
nuing cooperation in arranging for groups of senior citizens to visit the cam·
pus and attend events which
interest them.
The SG A legislature has
also adopted a resolution,
inviting any Central alumnus teaching outside of Kit·
titas County to bring precollege students. to campus
and attend SGA sponsored
events free of charge. The
SGA. will help such groups
wishing to stay overnighfarrange lodging and meals.
.Appropriate advance notice
is requested.

·
Connie HaughJAWS representative from Barto, comment·
ed, "I don't know what it is
supposed to be. It should be
concerned with policies pertain·
ing to the women students of
Central. It should be a govern·
ing body.
They aren't bold
enough in a stand on issues such
as hostess duty."
Tammy Koetje, executive
vice-president and AWS repre·
sentative of Anderson, Pointed
out that AWS is an organiza•
tion of women students and that
the student government does
not support them financially •
She feels that AWS is not a
governing body but it sho'.ild
be.
"Jf it is going to work tmere

should be more ·OPPortunMy for
interest," commented Tammy.
Lynn Baarspm, A. W.s. rep.
resentative from the Student
Village Co-ed, thought
that
Aws should sponsor ~tivities
in which the majority of the
women students could participate.
Dianna Rennie, AWS repre·
sentative from Courson, stat·
ed, "AWS is not functioning
as it should as an ·Associated

Women Students organization.
With the officers it has this
'year it should go places. It
should be a governing body
representing the wants and
needs of the women students
at central".
Dianne Fisher, representaUve of Stephens-Whitney Hall
to AWS commented, "AWS is
really just getting under way.
A lot of the women students
don't know that there is such
an organization at Central. This
causes a lack of communication between the representatives
and the women students. It
definitely needs to change."
''AWS seems to be more con·
cerned with social events than
with policies pertaining ta" the
women students. Women stu·
dents should go to their representatives when they have ideas
about AWS.
Karen Jensen, President of
the Associated Women Stu·
dents, said, "The officers an.d
. advisors are talking about
changing Aws. It needs to be
totally changed in its role, con•
stitution, and interests to be•
come an effective organization
instead of just a club."

A REAL .
WIN'NE~
.for You

,This Winter

DURABLE
SUEDED
SPLIT
COWHIDE
THICK; WARM
IMITATION
FLEECE
LINING
HEAVY
DUTY
SNAPS
HAND WARMER
POCKETS

VENTED SIDES
FOR COMFORT
LADIES' SIZES TOO~

MILLS SADDLE 'N TOGS
962-2312 -

4th and Main

~~PUS
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Dylan Fi Im Booked
For ACA Screen·i ng
"Bound Man,'' a film writ
ten, produced, and directed by
Dennis stevens, is booked along
with Bob Dylan's "Don't Look
Back to be shown in Hertz Re•
cital Ha,11, Tues. and Thurs.,
Nov. 4 and 6.
0

"Bound Man" contains some
of the most breath-taking photography since "Elvira Madigan."
The film was co-produced by
Association of Cinema Arts,
sPQnsors of the new Intern a·
tional Film Series presentations, which is bringing to Cen·
tr al 14 a ward Winning films dur·
ing the current academic year.
Based on the Ilse Aichinger
theme, the bound man awakens
one morning on a beach to find
himself bound from head to toes.

A further freedom the bound
man enjoys is his knowledge
that at any time he can slip
off the ropes.
He has an advantage over
the man who sUffers no re.
lead a double life of intense
awareness.
Of course, if he unties him·
sell, he is like everyone else:
he loses his sole mark of identity. Therefore his reluctance
to undo the ropes is obvJous.
It is sUfficient for him to have
the knowledge of his Potential
freedom from the ropes; the
actual fact is unimportant.

'Don't Look Back" is D.A.
Pennebaker's famous cinema
verite film of Bob Dylan, his
pootry, his personality, and his
philosophy, on and off stage
during a smash-hit concert tour
of England.

At first, he is unable to move.
He confronts the new situation
with cunning and skill.
He adapts. He makes him·
self a free man by wor~
within the restrictions of his
bounds.
Given a choice to free him·
self, the bound man chooses to
remain bound, gaining his maximum freedom whenever he finds
himself in harmony with his
ropes, , which rather than limit·
liberty he never before enjoyed.

It is searching and intimate
portrait of a phenomenal performer, and a revealing documentary of aspects of life in
the 1960's.

A discussion of the film will
be held in Room 208 of the SUB

following Thursda~s
screening. Free coffee will be servo
ed.

440-427-409-421

''I think that the main way the
school s~rves society is not by
the subject matter taught, but
by the way it teaches," stated
Jerry Farber, lecturer from
UCLA, at a recent curbstone.
Farber, author .of the book,
"Student is a Nigger", went .
on to say that the relationship
between a student and a tea·
cher could be compared to that
of a slave and his overseer.
The student, like the slave,
is only a product, Polished and
standardized, to meet the need
of society.
''One thing that you learn all
the time in the classroom is
to fit in," continued Farber,
"to do what you are told, fol·
low them out and to carry them
out to the best of your ability.
This is what molds you and
fits you in with society.''
"You might protest, but the
best way is just to figure out
what they want you to do and
then to do it. Before you know
it, you loose you~r freedom.
It's like wearing a mask for
so long that when you take it
off you discover that your face
has grown to fit it!"
When asked for his alterna.
tive for the present school sys·
tern, Farber answered, "One
thing I realize is that after you

Workers' Union
Smooths Policy
a

i

We wlll put your hi-performance engine back Into
shape. Stop In for a fr•
estimate.-

SPECIAL-Front Wheel Pack. We Pack Front
Wheel Bearings And Check Your Brake Unlngs.
For . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

by Glenna Strommer
stall writer

Rick Lehman, off-campus sen.
ior, presently chairman of the
Student Workers' Union, has just
finished ironing out
minor
policy in the food services department.

HI-PERFORMANCE
TUNE-UP

All

Jerry Farber Says Students Wear Masks,
Molded by College To Fit Into Society

~· ~511

SIENIA BROS.

OPEN 8-6 Monday-Friday
· 8-12 Saturday
705 S~ Pearl
925-3326

The policy, created
last
spring, said that all off-campus
employees had to have a meal
ticket for the meal they wor.k..
ed in the dining hall. With
Lehman's work through the
dean's office and up, the Policy
is no longer in effect.
Another recent Cha.I\g~~ made
· by the Student workers'· Union
is straightening out the differ.
ence of opinions concerning food
service employees wearing a
mustache. Lehman ·explained
that Ray Ayers, Food Service
Director, never cared
about
the empioyees wearing a mustache but the supervisors complained. "Now it is permissable for an employee to wear
a mustache provided it is neat
and trim,'' said Lehman.

IMJ~~
WAY
Gl~ILlE
ttt/
'
81-111,J

r

CAiclttlf

OPEN 6

'

·

am to 1 am·

BANQUET ROOM
SPACE & SERVICE AVAILABLE
FOR SPECIAL PARTIES
AND BANQUETS

Our

Speedy
Specialty

FOR 30 YEARS

q-11ln11

~,,,,,

Restaurant DiaC

.962-9977
GALAXY ROOM -

962-9908

JERRY FAR BER
". • .student is a nigger ••• "
"If schools could befreefrom
outside pressures and were run
from within, there would be a
difference between the different
institutions of education and it
would be that difference that
would make people choose a
particular school.''
Farber went on to say that
the college is a ghetto for a

Hawaii Offers
Job News
The 1970 edition of The Col.
lege Students' Guide to Summer
Jobs in Hawaii will be available
to college students by Nov. 1.
The guide, regarded as the
standard employment reference
by college students seeking em.
ployment in Hawaii, features
eight chapters and 90 pages, in·
eluding a detailed managers and
types of business.
Featured in this year's edition
are chapters on ways students
can most easily contact employ.
ers, where to live inexpensively in Hawaii, state rules and
sum·
regulations concerning
mer employment and inexpen.
sive restaurants. ·
Because of the large influx of
j>b hunting young people to
Hawaii each summer, students
are urged to begin contacting
employers as soon as Possible.
Copies of the College Students'
Guide. to Summer Jobs in Hawaii
can be ordered dfrectly from
Hawaii Summer Jobs, Box 6446,
Honolulu, Hawaii, 96818. Cost
of the 1970 guide is $1.95 prepaid.

certain age level. If college
could offer something to every.
one then it would become part
of the community as a service.
"If the taxpayers want what
they pay for) as long as the
school is being run by the out.
side, then they are not getting
what they pay for."
"But how can we achieve
this?" asked Farber. . . "We
must change the nature of the
school. The day
students
take the taxpayers at what they
want, the educational 'i-evolu.
tion will be won."
From his book, "The Stu.·
dent is a Nigger," Farber
quoted, "School is where you
let the dying society put its
trip on you. You let them mold
you, deaden you, stupify you."
"Close the college," said Far·
ber, "and who worries first,
. the government or the student?
The first question the government will ask is, 'Where in
the hell are they if they aren't
in school?' What are they doing? How will the leaders of
tomorrow be trained?"
"I .think that the state needs
schools-and as students, you
should ,get what you want. If
schools become self-run, some
of the libral-arts snobbishness
will disappear."
''School is a place where you
learn,'' he went on, ''but what
you learn is up to you.''
Farber- went on to talk about
several of the experimental col·
leges and how they supplied each
individual student's need. He
explained how beneficial it was
for an individual to go to an
educational institution and get
what he wanted out of it, in·
stead of what the school had set
down for requirements.
"But why is it that every.
thing must happen in the front
of the room?" Continuing, Far.
ber stated, "I would just not
want to worry about a building,
but instead, worry abut trans.
partation. Move-just move."
"Why is a classroom the way
that it is? Everyone sitting in
neat rows--and always someone
at the head of the room. What
does authority have to do with
the subject? If you're a tea.
cher, structure turns you off
on yourself. It turns yourself
off on students."
"To be a teacher means to
carry a cross on your back,
-to zapp people off when you
walk in a ·class room."
In conclusion, Farber con.
veyed the fact that the times
are changing-and that the pain
people feel when being oppressed is becoming stronger.
''If the students want something bad eoough, they can have
it-it's up to . them. They can
change the present, but just
sitting back won't do the job.
Some students, in rebutal, reply, 'It'~ not so bad-because
when I graduate, I will be able
to run my lf e.' But they won't.
Their mask formed by society .
fits too well."

·Reasonable Rates
Prompt Service
Free Estimates

"FOOD WITH A REPUTATION"

MODERN

really put down the whole system, there is the temptation
to construct an educational uto·
pia.''
"It occured to me that that
was the problem itself. A good
school, in my opinion, shouldn't
be run by anyone outside the
institution, and people in the
school should participate in the
things that affect them.
It
should be democratic."

4 Blocks
W. 9f College
U. S. Hwy. 10
at Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97

Ellensburg

For All Your
Printing Needs•••

CAPITAL PRINTING CO.
412 N. Pearl-925-9311

Central

Professor

Honored By ASCAP
Paul Creston, professor of
music and comPos~r-in-resi.
dence at Central, has been cho.
. sen as one of the winners of
the awards given by the Amert.
can Society of Composers, Au.
thors, and Publispers (ASCA.P)
for the year 1969.70.
These awards are granted by
an independent panel of non..
ASCA.P members and are based
upan the value of each writer's
catalog and the performances
of his compasitions.
They are intended to reflect
a continuing commitment to as.
sist and encourage writers of
serious music.
Prof. Creston came to Central
in 1967 as a distinguished visit.
ing professor. He was appoint.
ed professor of music and com•
paser-in-residence in 1968.
Completely self.taught in har.
niony, counterpoint, orchestra.
·tion and composition, Cres..
ton has contributed a full range
· of music with more than 80
major works.
Among his most recent works
''Concerto For Two Pianos and

Aaministration
Fellowships
Available
To Seniors
Fellowships for students in·
terested in a career in public administration at the federal, state, or local levels are
beiilg offered by the Southern
Regional Training Program in
Public Administration.
Beginning this June, student~
will serve a three-month intern·
ship either with a department
of state government in Alabama,
Kentucky, or Tennessee.
Also internships are availab~e
with a Federal Agency such as
the TVA. _
During the 197 O· 71 acade mie
year, graduate courses at the
Universities of Alabama, Kentucky and Tennessee will be
taken as part of the fellow.
ship.
Candidates must be American
citizens and have completed a
bachelor's degree by June, 1970.
Each Fellowship for single
students has a total value of
$4,540, the stipend being $3,
300.
Married students recieve a
$ 3, 700 stipend, and a total grant
of $4,940.
For information and applications, students can write to
Coleman Ransome, Educational
Director, Southern Regional
Training Program, Drawer 1,
University of Alabama.
0

orchestra'' was given a stand.
ing ovation during itsworldpre.
mier
at Alabama College,
Montevallo, A.la., in 1968.
Piano compositions, songs,
chamber music for various in.
strumental c o m b i n a.
tions, choral works, cantatas, an

Positions Open cAMPus CRIER, Friday, oct. 31, 1_96_9_____, P_._. ._11
On Copy Desk Bookstore Robbe~y Suspect
Even SUperman found it neces•
sary to have a part-time job as
a newspaper reporter.
If you are a person such as
Superman, the "Crier" can use
your help on the copy desk•
Students with prior experience
in journalism, especially on the
copy desk, are needed immediately. Copy desk positions
are salaried.
Interested students can apply
to Mary Deaton, editor, in the
"Crier" Offiee, second story
SUB, or to Bill Chamberlin,
"Crier" Advisor, in the Office
Of Information, 963-1491.
At least one reference is re-·
quested. The job includes edit·
ing, copy, proofreading, and

Faces Lengthy Jail Penalty
Today Daryl Boden, Central
freshman from Kent, will come
before Superior Court for ar·
raignment.
Prosecuting Attorney Joseph Panatonni
brought for-

writing headlines.
DO YOU HAVE
SOMETHING TO SELL,
TRADE OR OFFER? Use
Crier Classifieds. Only
25c per line. Deadline
for i nserton is Friday
noon, one · week prior to
p·ublicotion.- Coll 963-1026

PAUL CRESTON
••• composer in residence ...
oratorio, symphonic b a n d
works, and more than 30 orchestral works have brought
him international acclaim.
Creston's numerous honors
and a ward include the Music
Critics' Circle Award, the
Al.ice M. Ditson award, the
American Academy of Arts and
Letters music award, two Gug·
genheim Fellowships, and the
first prize in the Paris International Referendum of 1952
for his "First Symphony.''

Bookstores Sell
Student Directories
The Central campus Directory for 196 9- 70 will soon be
available to the students.
The directory contains the
names and phone numbers of
faculty, staff, and graduate as.
sistants along with the names,
campus addresses and phone
numbers of all students.
The back section of the di.
rectory ·also contains a classi.
fied section
of advertising.
The directory is sponsored by
SGA. and is to ~e on sale Fri.,
Oct. 31.
The price is 2 5 cents. They
may be obtained at either the
College Bookstore or Jerrol's.

LET CRIER CLAS$1FIEDS
WORK FOR YOU.
25c PER LINE.

JUST

TOM HRUSKA "
. • ~Bookstore

Manag~r ~

:. _

maI charges of second degree
burglary against Boden last Fri·

day in connection with the robbery of the College Bookstore's
Wildcat Shop.
Tom Hruska, manager of the
bookstore, estimated that the
merchandise,
records
and
tapes, discovered missing on
Oct. 16 was valued at $4,000.

A second degree burglary
charge has a maximum penalty
of 15 years in the state pent.
tentiary.
If a plea of not-guilty is enter·
ed at the arraignment a date will
be set for a trial, Panatonni said.
-The judge may also appoint
counsel tor the defendant, if
he does not have a lawyer, he
said.
J! a plea of guilty is enter.
ed a date will be set for sen.
tencing, Panatonni said,
Much of the merchandise taken
from the bookstore has been re.
covered, Panatonni said.
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WtLDCAT SHOP
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ATTENTION

BOOKWORMS

963-1026.

Stop In at the main store and
browse thru our selection of
new hardback release!5. Examples:
My Life with Martin Lother King Jr.
by Coretta Scott King
Black Capltalism-.by Theodore L. Cross
Captive City-by Ovid Demaris
de Gaulle-by Aldan Crawley
Trespass-by Fletcher Kneber
I

. \)reat for Gift Giving
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963-1311
925-2661
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Poet Jon Anderson Reads Here

-

A Number Of Veterans
Choose College Training
A study of the veterans who

entered college during the first
three years of the current G.I.
bill indicates that while almost
half enrolled as freshmen, about
one in five enrolled for a master' s or Ph. D. degree.
The Veterans Administration
said that more than half of the
G.I. college students indicated
their field of study.
Of this group 31 per cent chose
business ·and commerce, 14.5
per cent education, and 11 per.
cent engineering.
Next in order are the life
sciences (agriculture, biologi..
cal, medical, and health), under
nine per cent; technical courses,
less than eight per cent; and
social sciences, under eight per
cent.
Business is also popular
among veterans who trained in
schools below the college level.
Electrical
and electronic
training is another popular sub. ·
ject among this group.
In apprentice and other on-job
training under the G.I. bill,
structural courses are. the most
popular.
These additional statistics on
veteran trainees were revealed
in the report:

Jon Anderson, Americanpoet,
will be on Central's campus
next Thursday for a poetry reading.

The poetry reading will ·be
held in Grupe Conference Cen·
ter at 3 p.m., and is sponsored by the English Depart·
ment.
Anderson states that "I don't
have any formidable objective
f eellngs about poetics."
Many of his poems, Anderson
says, "seem to come out of
a need for some kind of personal salvation.
•/Although it's not much in evi·
dence, l believe most of them
come from imperfect memories
of childhood-or maybe it's just
an attempt to regain the thickly
textured, personal images that
a child does not have to put
into (arbitrary) context."

26. 5 was the median age at the
time of entering training.
70 per cent were in their 20's.
8. 5 per cent were over 35.
28 per cent had completed at
least one year of college.
39 per cent had one or more
dependents.
99 per cent were male.
The report was based on the
three-year period ending June
30, 1969.
The VA ifivited veterans in or
out of school to contact their
nearest VA office if they have
any questions about veterans'
benefits.

Co-Recreation
Co-recreation for the week
starts tonight with the pool open
for family swim from 6·8 p. m.
From 1·4 p.m. Sun. areas of
Nicholson Pavilion will be open
for student use,
The field-house, varsity arx!
upper .gyms will be opened Mon.
from 7.9 p.m.
·
Students can use the pool
Mon.·Thurs. from 8·9 p.m.
The fieldhouse, varsity and
upper gyms will be opened from
7 to 8 p.m. Weds.

"There's a great deal ol pe.
missiveness, secretiveness,
fantasy allowed here-at the
same time, the healthy ability
to grow by unconscious needs,"
Anderson said.

POET ~T CENTRAL-Jon Anderson, American poet,
will be on Centra1's campus next Thursday for a poetry
reading at Grupe Conference Center.

Anderson was born in Lex·
ington, Mass., in 1940. He is a
graduate of the "Program in
Creative Writing" at the Uni·
verslty of Iowa.
"Looking for Jonathan," An·
derson's· first volume of poe.
-try, was published by the Uni·
verslty of Pittsburg Press in
1968 •.

.. Sew .. Sew .. Sew .. Sew .. Sew . .

SINGER

·ALLEN'S:

There will be a Tues. meet.
ing, for those interested in go.
ing to San Francisco for the
Nov. 15 Moratorium march.
· Ask at the SUB table solicit.
ing for the trip.

Sew.ing Machines;
;Rental.
SALES - SERVICE

404 N. Peart

SAN FRANCISCO TRIP

925-5966 .

Our Specialty Is .serving You
The Student

~ fl//J&tHJ.i AGENCY
Insurance - Real Estate

962-9821
~B: of W .Building on 4th Between Pearl & Pine
1

Accreditation Tearns Report
On Central's Education
The three accreditation teams
on campus last week are now
preparing reports of their studies for Central.

executive assistant to the presi·
dent.
The Northwest ASsociation of
Secondary and· Higher Schools
made a campus-wide survey of
Central Oct. 20-22.

Eldon Jacobsen,· Central vice-·
president, said that the accreditation teams had made verbal ·
reports, and ~at the official
The National Council for the
reports would be issued in the
Accreditation of Teacher Edu·
next two weeks.
cation made a survey oltheeducation program at Central.
Accreditation involves an
A third accreditation team on
·-.utside agency coming into arr
Central last week looked into the
institution and studying the proadministrative, business, and
ble ms ol the institution, acstudent aspects ol Central.
cording to Dr. Jolm Terrey,

LARGE SELECTION

Do "'! ou Want Quality Food
& Fast Delivery Service

Of Record Albums - Tapes
and Entertainment Equipment

To Your Home Or Dorm?
If So, Call • ••

FREE 45 rpm Record
With Every Purchase .

925-1~00

Your Student Representative Is
c·h uck-Goetz, Muzzall Hall, 963-1 085

ROSSOW'S
CAMPUS U-TOTE-EM.

"We Invite you to use our payment plan"

408 N. Pearl

TEX

& Sons
APPLIANCE CENTER
Downtown

Call ahead and your order wlll
be ready or have It dellvered.

925-2970 .

Next to the Bowling Alley

Three-way Tie For EvCo lead

·Huskies Grab
Home Meet

Wildcat Gridders Back On Top
The Wildcats threw the Ever.
. green Conference into a. three.
way tie for first place last week
by walking over the Eastern
savages 44.7.
After . the game Harvey Ko·
chel, central quarterback, was
presented the "most valuable
player of the game award." .

central staged its greatest of·
fensive attack of the season with
a total net yardage of 489.
The Wildcat defense held the
former league leaders spell·
bound by allowing them only 200
offensively.
It wasn't until the third quar.
ter that the Savages were able

to slip by the Central defense

for .their lone score of the game .
Seven Wildcat interceptions
helped keep the ball out of
Eastern's control for most of
the game.
Steve Daily's foot was good
for three field goals, 23, 28
and 34 yds. in length, along

Jerry Johnson of the U of W
turned in a time of 22:26 to
lead the Huskies past the Husky
Track Club and central satur..
day in a triangular cross coun·
try meet in Seattle.
Johnson toured the 4.2 mile
University Arboretum course,
followed by four of his team•
mates to give the u.w. a per·
feet score of 15.
The Husky Track Club col·
lected 49 points and Central
piled up 52 points.
TD.
Sam Ring was Central's top
Chris Thorsen made a diving
performer. He placed 8th, fol·
catch of a Kochel pass in· the lowed by Joe Blue andDale Shea
end zone for the first Central of Central.
Blue and Shea
TD of the third quarter.
finished 9th and loth respect·
Mike Moe, replacing Kochel
ively.
at the quarterback slot, passed
Coach Art Hutton's harriers
to W.J. Kelleher for seven yds.
are preparing for tomorrow's
and the final TD of the ga-!Ile·
Northern Division Cross Coun..
CWSC EWSC
try Meet in Corvallis, Ore.
The Wildcats will meet Ore·
Total First Downs
21
13
gon State, Portland State, SP<>·
N. Yd. rushing
300
99
kane and Lower Columbia Com·
25
16
Passes attempted
munity Colleges, and the ore·
9
10
Passes completed
gon Track Team.
7
0
Passes intercepted
"This meet will be a good
test," said Hutton, "and should
101
189
N. Yd. passing
give us an indication as to how
200
489
Tl. offense yd.
we will do in the Evergreen
Conference
Meet."
37.5
Punting ave., yds. 31.2
The EvCo Meet nill be he\d
1
No. times fumbled
4
Nov. 8 in Ellensburg.
with five good point-after-touch·
down i kicks for a total of 14
points. ·
Early in the first quarter
Steve Stanley dashed around
right guard for a 49 yd. run to
the goal post.
Mike Huard, later in the quar.
ter, ran around right tackle 11
yds. for Centralk second TD.
Huard came back with the
same play in the second quar·
ter and went 3 yds. for another

Number 31, Steve Stanley of Central is third in EvCo rushing this season. Stanley suffered
a broken collar-bone in the game with Eastern last weekend and will be out for the remainder
of the season.

Pirates Look To Stars For Victory
:by Pat Roe
SPorts editor

Tomorrow the Wildcat football
squad will be at Whit'M>rth for
its final game of the season
against the lowly Pirates•.
The Pirates have now com·
piled a perfect 0-6 season, in·
eluding one previous loss to the
Wildcats.
Quarterback Tom Ingles c1
Whitworth is currently third in
league passing, fourth in rushing and second in total offense;
having gained 726 yds. so far,

tng, having netted 270 yds. thus
far.
·
stanley suffered a broken col·

· / EvCo Football Standings
CENTRAL
WESTERN
EASTERN
WHITWORTH

I

2-1
2-1
2-1
0-3

Last Weekend's Results
Central
44 Eastern
Western 34 u. d B.C.
Whitworth 0 N. Ariz. U.

'

13
61

·Northwest Ski School, Inc.
About Our
Instructor Training School
Starting November 19
AD 20494
P.O. Box 522 - Mercer Island

PAYS UP TO $350.00 A WEEK
Tax-free cash directly to you when hospitalized

Pays up to $725.00 Maternity Benefits
Pays up to $15,000.00 Inhospital Expenses other than
Room and Board
Pays up to $5,000.00 Doctor Call and Home Care
Benefits

.FRESH

Yes, now you can offer your
entire family the really big
hospital benefits they need

Ingles completed 16 of 27
passes for 154 yds. in the game.
Sam Jackson had a busy day
against NAU, getting 205 yds. in
punt and kickoff returns, include
· ing a 86 yd. punt return.

today at a cost well within
your budget.
This is hospital protection
from Mutual of Omaha, the
company that pays and pays
promptly. The Company that
gives you more for your
money ·in dependable, lowcost insurance protection.
For complete details on this
outstanding plan, call or write
us today!
IUPKlSLNTING

Lloyd C. Stovo II
James D. Kinney
418 Larson· Bldg.
Yakima:_CH 8-6400

The Wildcats last week turned the EvCo race topsy-tJII"vey
by beating Eastern which left
the race in a three-way tie for
first.

Steve Stanley is third in rush-

Hospital protection that
pays bigger benefits
to help meet rising costs!

Contad

61-0.

The •cats now lead the conference in both total offense
and defense. Harvey Kochel,
quarterback, ts tops in passing, with 726 ydse . and four
.touchdowns.
·

Now! From Mutual of .Omaha!

7

Want To Be A Ski Instructor?

season for Whitworth was their
near-defeat of western - two
weeks ago.

Last weekend the Pirates fell
to Northern Arizona University
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The ·only real highpoint of the

The Pirates led until the last
11 seconds of. the game. Larry
J aeobson in that game turned
in 19 unassisted tackles. To
date he is credited with 95
tackles and 42 assists.

lar·bone against Eastern last
weekend and will be out for the
remainder of the season.

.Y2

Gal.

38'

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 4 p.m.•7 p.m.

WINEGAR'S DAIRY
J~st 6 Block West Of ~lcholson Pa':flllon

419

w.

15th

925-1821

Mutui11C\
ef0mi1hi1\U
11w ( :am11t1n11 tht1t pt1q.,

Life ln\ur•nce Affili•te : United of Om•h•
Ml..IUAl <>f OMAHA IN\UIA ... \..( ( ( IMl'AN't

HOMI OHIO

OM4HA

""'tlf.A)&4'

r - - - - - .- - .,.... - - - - - - - - ..- - - - - - - - ..,

1~. Lloyd C. Stovall-James D. Kinney

1
1 418

Lar~cm Bldg.-Ya-kima,

Wo.sh. -989<>1

·:

I Rush me information on Mutual of Omaha's "New Hospital Plan." I
1 No obligation.

~ Name-------------------~

:

I Address-----=----------------

1

: City"'· _
·~

State

_..__ _ .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :

ZIP _ _ _ __

I

~------------------------ --~

CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, Oct. 31, 1969
-·--·-

--~·· -··--

-·-··· .......... . ._..-...... ., .. .

~ ----·

~- ·

. - ·-·-.. -- ,________ .... ...<-
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Pavilion Facilities:
ADeveloping Dilemma.
by Ray Watts
~.POrts writer
(NOTE: This is the first article in a series involving the
uses of the physical education facilities)
The demand for physical education activities classes
is inereasing at an astronomical rate.
The primary reason is the administrative policy which
requires every student to complete six P .E. activities
in order to graduate.
A common complaint during registration is one Which
involves the rate at which physical education classes fill.
Countless students are disappainted when they dis~over
that 0 all" the P.E.'s are filled.
The fact of the matter is, "all" the classes are not
filled to capacity, but those sections still open are those
of the unpopular or undesirable nature, such as social
dancing.
This fall 96 P .E sections were opened to handle the 6, 700
full-time students.
When Winter Quarter rolls around there will be 80
sections offered, with a total capacity of 3050. More than
half of the students at Central will be unable to take P .E.
The drop from 96 to 80 sections is simple. Nearly 1,000
P .E. participants are involved in out-door activities Fall
Quarter, such as tennis, touch football, and field hockey.
Weather prohibits the offering of such classes Winter
Quarter.
The big problem is lack of proper facilities. Nichol·
son Pavilion was constructed in 1959, and designed to
accommodate 3,500 students, or one-half the present en· .
rollment.
Albert H. Poffenroth, director of physical education
.Painted out that the ;J?aviUon is operating at over 100
percent capacity.
"We have ~onverted storage rooms into much-needed
offices and for activity uses, .and in some cases classes
are overlawing," he said. He cited the gymnastics and
dancing classes as examples•
. Central's recent · accreditation -'shakedown may reflect
the ·inadequacy of the P.E. facilities, which in turn may
bring about modernization and expansion of those facili·
ties.
Until that time arrives, Poffenroth feels that the cries
of inadequacy will -muffle if students will resort to taking
''the less popular clas'ses, which invariably have opening~.''
r

·winners
Central's HockeyPttes beat the alumni 4-1 last weekend. Tomorrow they meet WSU and the
U. of W. here in matches beginning at 9 a.m~ 12 p.m., 1:30 p.m., and 3 p.m.

Polo Club Tops In First Season
The Central Water Polo Club
last weekend beat Victoria 11·
3, PLU 13-3 and Eastern 27-11,
to run its season record to tops
in the state o
The Wildcats are now 8-0

in their first year ·of competition.

Ted Loman led the 'Cats with
a total of 24 goals. Loman's
season record now stands at 71.

Mark .Fuller was second top
scorer with 13 bringing his season total to 36.
Tomorrow the team faces Eas·
tern and the Oregon Athletic
Club.

9pm-12
lights

by

new ar

1.00

er son
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:MIA Golfers

Women's Teams
SpIit By I na bi Iit ies

Lead Flights
The winners of the MIA golf
tournament which was played on
Tueso-, Octo 20 and Thurs., Oct.
22 with the qualifying round on
Mon., oct. 27, are as follows.
Frank Crimp, who shot rounds
of 38, 36; and 40, for a 114
was the medalist for the tourna·
ment.
Crimp also took the Cham.
pionship Flight.
honors with scores of 41, 37,
38 for a total of 116.
Winner of the second flight
was Allan Ross who shot (45,
41
43:129)0
Robby Pitts lead the third
flight with scores of (50, 45,
46:141).
Larry Bowers won the fourth
flight by shooting ( 54, 42, 44;·
140).
In the fifth flight competition
Rick Johnson came out on top
by shooting (57, 45, 52:154).
Anyone interested in playing
in the upcoming, volleyball tournament can get entries in Room
108 in Nicholson Pavilion.
Each team must have at least
six members.
Entries are due by Nov. 4
and ·can be turned in to Room
108. Play starts Nov. 10.
In the world of MIA touch
football three weeks of playing
has gone by~ , The leaders are
as follows:
MON·WED; 4:00
5-0
Stephens-Whitney
Horney Toads
5·1
Slippery Rock Fish
5· 1
MON·WED; 4:50
Blitzeville
6-0
Quigley Brutes
5-0
Morters
4-1
TUES.THURS; 4:00
Ganges' All Stars
Blue Bombers
Off
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The women's varsity field
hockey team outplayed the re.
turning alumni team by winning
4-1.

The first 30 minute half was
scoreless. The coach, Dr. Put.
nam remarked on their inability
to get the attack started.
In the second half Central
began to move . the ball much
more effectively. Putting in two
goals apiece were Shirley Haut.
er, right inner, and Ann Parker,
left inn'er.
In the world of women's var.
sity volleyball the last match

against Eastern was not too
prosperous.
La~t Thursday oct. 23, both
varsity and junior varsity lost
their matches to the conten.
ders from East err . Central
won a total of one out of five
games.
Coach Killorn feels that the
team needs more practice on
their new defence.
And she said that the team
should be very strong when they
start playing like a team instead
of six individuals.

"Line man
of
the week"
honors in the EVC o last week
went to Western's Tom Frank
who plays split .end for the
Vikings. Against UBC he scored
three touchdowns, caught three
passes and gained 19 yds. ©n a
pair of end-around plays.

I

Crier Classifieds

For Sale-1964 Dodge, 4 dr
Sedan. Ex cond, low miles,
new carb & new tires. 925·
4284.

Seamstress - Alterations, reasonable rates. ~all Marion
at 925-5406 or come by 207
s. Chestnut, day or night.

~~~ H®NDA

(mo~0'
·
. ~~,,£7

Motorcycles
and Slddoo Snow-blle

~

GO .BOWLING

.

From

JONllSOll'S ...

~-·Weekday Afternoons-Sat. & Sun. All .D ay

Auto Glass and Upholstery
925-3146 - 408-410 N. Main

RODEO Cln UNES 1 blk. East ~2~:~;~· on Ith

OPENING

'

I

Ride Available to Seattle on
weekends
Call 963-3469

Perfect Record

/ .

963-1026

Rides available to Bellewe on
weekends. ·call 9~3-3470.

The Central Water Polo Club was victorious in meets
against Victoria, Pa.civic Lutheran University and Eastern
last week. The club; aiming for a varsity standing among
Cengral sports is now 8-0 in its first season of competitl~n.

OPEN LANES

western beat the u. of British Columbia last weekend for
the first EvCo non-conference
win of the season. Elevenother
times, conference schools went
down to defeat at the hands al
non-conference teams.

Thurs·day, Nov. 6th

ALL
DAY

I

?
II

111 West 3rd

ALL~

NITE

I
•
Only Washington State ID Accepted

1

OubNotes
Psychology Club
Dances
The "Dream Factory" will
play at tonight's SGA Dance at
Holmes Dining Hall. The dance
starts at 9 p. m.
Saturday at 9 p.m. the Art
Department is sponsoring a
dance featuring "Apple Andy"
at the Art Gallery.

Flicks ,
The Halloween Flicks will be
"Berserk" and "Frankenstein
Meets the Wolfman." The shows
will be shown in Hertz Recital
Hall Fri. and sat. at 7 and 10
p.m.
Admission for the flicks is 25
cents.

SGA Forums .
Two SGA Forums have been
scheduled for next week. The
Forums will . be held on Mon.
and Weds. at 3 p.m. in the
SUB Cage.

"The Parable"
Monday in the SUB cavern
"The Parable," a short film,
will be shown at 7 :30 p. m.

"Don't Look Back"
The Association of Cinema
Arts will screen "Don't Look
Back," Nov. 4 and 6 in Hertz
Recital Hall at 8 p. m.
"Don't Look Back" is based
on
Bob Dylan's career.
Admission for ACA members
and their guests is $1, non.
members $3.

Laurel And Hardy
The Laurel and Hardy film
festival continues with two show.
ings in the SUB cavern. Laurel
and Hardy films will be screen·
ed at 7 and 8 :30 p.m. Thurs.

dren Adrift" at 8 and 10:15
p.m.
on TUes. night at 6 :15 and
8 :30, "America: Edge of ..Abundance" will be shown, and "Have
I told you Lately That I Love
You" will be screened at 7:15
and 9 :30 p. m.
There is no ~dmission for
these films.
on Weds. night 25 cents will
be charged for admission to see

"Weekend" at 6 :15 and 8 :30
p.m. and "Angel" at 8and10:15
p.m.
"The Titicut Foll1es" will be
shown Thurs. night at 6 :15 and
8 :30, and "The Adventures of
- - - - ' ' will be shown at 7 :45
and 10 p.m.
Admission for these twofilms
is also 25 cents. All the Symposium Films will
be shown in Hebeler Auditorium.

Official Notices

I

Placement
The following
accounting
firms will interview seniors
at the Placement Office, Barge
308:
Nov. 4 Arthur Young and Co.,
Seattle
·
Nov. 6 Haskins and Sells,
Seattle
Nov. 7 Touche, Ross and co.,
Seattle
Sign-up sheets are now posted
for interviews with the following firms at Barge 308.
, Nov. 12 Lybrand, Ross Bros.
and Montgomery, accounting
firm, Seattle
Nov. 13 First National Bank
of Oregon, Portland

The Central Psychology Club
will meet in Grupe Conference
Center next Weds. at 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Warren Street will conduct an informal discussion on
ESP, sensitivity, hypnosis, and
nude therapy.
Graduate placement, student.
faculty inter-action, and curri.
culum reforms will also be
discussed at the meeting.

I

Nov. 13. H.J. Heinz Co., sales
and sales' management, Seattle
Nov. 14 Regional Administra.
tion of National Banks, Portland

Lutheran Students
The Lutheran Student Asso.
ciation will hold a meeting Sun.
at 7 p.m. at the home of Don
Ringe, 108 N. Maple.
A program by the local chap.
ter of the SDS will be presented.
Students needing a ride can
call 925.1277.

Obscene Calls

Student Poets Union

Jack Spithill, assistant dean of
students, announced that there is
a penalty of up to $300 and 90
days in jfl,il for making obscene
phone calls.

The Student Poets' Union will

"The 10th Victim," Mon. at
6:15 and 8:30 p.m. and "Chil.

The weekly meeting of the
Mountaineering Club will be held
this Thurs. in -the SUB Cage at
8.p.m.

ACA
Members of the Association
of Cinema Art-s will meet in
SUB 208 Thurs., Nov. 61 after
the screening of "Don't Look
Back."
Plans for the club's forth.
coming production will be dis.
cussed.

(The funniest Western Ever at 9:00)
CHEROKEE PRODUCTIONS Presents

*

"SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL SHERIFF"

Fish c;1nd Chips

co:~

Umteb;

:r~~~;:

Sunday Thru Wednesday-November 2-3-4-5
Sun. At 4:00 & 7:00-Week Nites 7:30 Only
Fred Astaire & Petula Clark in

. 'Try our ·homemade chili-good and hot

"FINIAN'S RAINBOW"

DAIRY MART

Symposium Films
Films for the Fall Symposium,
"Human Relationships in the
Year 2000," next week are:

Club

925-2505

2 Orders For The
.Price Of One With
Delicious

will perform at McConnell Audi·
torium at. 8 :15 TUes. night.
There is no admission charge
for Miss Chung's concert

Mount~ineering

HIGH PROTEIN
SUPPLEMENTS
From
VALLEY SPECIALTY FOODS
111 W. Sixth Ave

Community Concert
Kyung Wha Chung, violinist,

present its second reading of
the quarter Nov. 4 at 8 p.m.
in Grupe Conference Center.
French poetry will be read
in the original and in trans.
lations.

STARTS THURSDAY-NOVEMBER 6TH
ONE OF THE GREATEST HITS OF 1969
-

I

Nine men who came too late and stayed too long.

DRIVE-IN

608 N.Maln

925-3588

Psychedelic Spook Bags ·
(Plastic Drawstring Tote Bags)
FREE With All Pizzas
On Halloween Night

TN'EPIZZA PLACE

PHONE

m: PBrzlLBJD JDTEJCB!Il
A PHIL FELDMAN PRODUCTION-=---.-,~=

.Iii

~ TECHNICOLOR® PANAVISION® FROM WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS
PLUS Co-Hit "OTLEY"

VI®

Open 7:00 Show 7:30
FRI., SAT. & SUN.
Halloween Fun!

925-5446

In The Hole-In-The Plaza
Nothing Could Beat Last Year-'s Halloween
Party But We Will Try Tonight

THE TAY
Wear Your Favorite Costume, Eve
Be early-Bring Your l.D. Ca~

BERSERK and BLOOD BA1H
Bonus Hit
Fri. & Sat. Only

THE DEVIL'S OWN

GRAND OPENING PIX THEATRE
NOVEMBER 5TH-WATCH FOR IT!
OUR FIRST BIG PROGR~

''Goodbye

C~lurrlbus'·~

Coming Soon-These Great Hits

LAST SUMMER-IF
EASY RIDER-MIDNIGHT COWBOY

